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Figure 1: ATLAS data (black points) are compared to the expectation from
known Standard Model processes (filled histograms) in a number of control
selections where no signal is expected (left of the dashed vertical line), as well as
in selections where a supersymmetric signal, if it exists, could be enhanced (right
of the dashed line). The statistical compatibility is reported on the lower panel,
where a positive value well above 5 in the signal selections would indicate a
discovery. Credit: ATLAS Collaboration/CERN
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Supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the most attractive theories extending
the Standard Model of particle physics. SUSY would provide a solution
to several of the Standard Model's unanswered questions, by more than
doubling the number of elementary particles, giving each fermion a
bosonic partner and vice versa. In many SUSY models the lightest
supersymmetric particle (LSP) constitutes dark matter.

Certain (dubbed "natural") SUSY models may explain the relatively light
mass of the Higgs boson. Natural SUSY requires the mass of the
supersymmetric partner of the top quark – the top squark – to be less
than about a thousand times the mass of a proton. Hunting for the top
squark has been a challenge, as top squark events are rare and hidden in
the overwhelming Standard Model background. Only by gathering
significant amounts of data from LHC proton–proton collisions can
ATLAS physicists overcome these odds.

In March 2017, the ATLAS Collaboration presented new results on the
search for top squark pair production in a fully hadronic ("0-lepton")
channel using the entire available data sample taken at 13 TeV collision
energy in 2015 and 2016. In new ATLAS results presented at the LHCP
2017 conference, the search for top squarks has been extended to the
"1-lepton" channel. Different top squark decays have been studied all
resulting in the LSP and additional Standard Model particles. Events
from the "1-lepton" channel are characterised by multiple jets (a
collimated spray of particles), one charged electron or muon (a sort of
heavy electron), and some "missing energy" from the LSP that interacts
weakly only and is thus not directly visible in the ATLAS detector.
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https://phys.org/tags/mass/
http://atlas.cern/updates/physics-briefing/searching-signs-stop?_ga=2.103196480.1364202425.1495017620-1155775894.1485261369
http://atlas.cern/updates/physics-briefing/searching-signs-stop?_ga=2.103196480.1364202425.1495017620-1155775894.1485261369
https://indico.cern.ch/event/517784/contributions/2492799/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/517784/contributions/2492799/
https://phys.org/tags/particles/


 

  

Figure 2: Summary of the dedicated ATLAS searches for top squark pair
production in the “0-lepton”, “1-lepton” and “2-lepton” channels. Shown are the
contours indicating the regions in the top squark and “lightest supersymmetric
particle” (LSP) mass plane that are excluded at the quoted confidence level for a
simplified SUSY model where the top squark decays always directly to the LSP
and some Standard Model particles. The dashed and solid lines show the
expected (assuming no signal) and observed limits, respectively. The blue shaded
region illustrates the region that was excluded by previous ATLAS searches
using Run 1 data at a collision energy of 8 TeV. Credit: ATLAS
Collaboration/CERN
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This search comes with challenges: if the mass difference of the top
squark and the light SUSY particle is close to the mass of the top quark,
the event topology of top squark pair events would be very similar to that
of top quark pair events. In previous searches in the "1-lepton" channel,
the sensitivity to this difference was found to be poor. In this new result,
however, machine learning algorithms like Boosted Decision Trees, have
been used in this region, leading to substantially improved sensitivity.

The latest ATLAS result (Figure 1) shows no compelling sign of the top
squark. The data can be used to constrain SUSY models thus increasing
our knowledge of this theory. Exclusion limits on top squark pair
production in the top squark and LSP mass plane are summarised in
Figure 2 for a simplified SUSY model where the top squark decays
directly into the LSP and some Standard Model particles. While the
constraints are stringent there is still room for top squarks to hide.

  More information: Presentation at LHCP by Keisuke Yoshihara:
Third generation squarks (leptonic) with ATLAS - 
indico.cern.ch/event/517784/co … e_LHCP2017_May17.pdf
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